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INTRODUCTION

THE SHOW
MUST GO ON
For all that it’s been an unusual year, the quality of entries
to the BEEAs has stayed as high as ever.

W

hen I wrote this column in 2019, I was looking back over
the 10 years of the British Engineering Excellence Awards
and forward to an uninterrupted sequence of events
celebrating the design engineering sector taking place
over the next decade.
Well, as with so many other things in the last 12 months, we’ve had
to bow to the force majeure of the pandemic, which has thrown
everyone’s plans into chaos. The result, of course, is that the awards
scheduled for 2020 have had to be held over until this year and the
physical event we enjoy so much and which has been such a key
feature of the awards over the years has had to be foregone.
We were determined, however, to ensure that none of this prevented
us from celebrating the achievements of our entrants. The ethos behind
the BEEAs when they were founded back in 2009 was that the work
of brilliant design engineers had gone unsung for too long and that
these awards would remedy that situation. For that reason, we were
committed to ensure that, while the pandemic might delay us, it would
not prevent us.
The ways in which this was achieved will by now be familiar to most
of us. The co-ordination, organisation, judging and presentation of
these awards have had to take place via the unfamiliar medium of
the internet. And while it’s hard not to feel a pang about the loss of
the conviviality of meeting in person at the event and of the judging,
everyone involved has come together to achieve this successfully. I
would like to offer my profound thanks to everyone – judges, colleagues,
sponsors and entrants – who has made the adjustments necessary to
making this happen.
But of course the focus of this publication is on the winners. And, for
all that has been unusual about this year’s event, the one thing that
hasn’t changed at all has been the high quality of the entries. From
the illustrious expertise of Ricardo to the precocious excellence of
Mohammed Tahir, this year’s winners bear comparison with any of those
in more normal years and we salute them for their skills, dedication and
achievements.
One thing that has been different this year is the addition of a new
award category in the form of the Special Award for Design Engineering,
which has gone to VentilatorChallengeUK for its work in meeting the
NHS’s urgent need for ventilators at the beginning of the pandemic. The
achievements of this consortium were extraordinary and fully deserving
of this sort of special recognition.
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A LEGACY
OF EXCELLENCE
The winner of the Grand Prix is a consultancy that
has excelled for more than a century in the UK.
Across all projects, and in every
assignment, Ricardo is committed
to the ethos of Sir Harry Ricardo, the
founder of the company – one of the
most innovative mechanical engineers
of his time – who, in 1915, set out on
a mission to maximise efficiency and
eliminate waste.
With this goal in mind, constant
evolution has been required to ensure
Ricardo maintains competitive advantage
in an ever-changing market.
Ricardo is a long-established,
global engineering, environmental and
strategic consultancy, offering a unique
combination of capabilities that no other
company can deliver.
The consulting activities Ricardo
support cover all aspects of engineering
from complete vehicles and all vehicle
sub-systems including engines,
transmissions, chassis, hybrid and
electric systems and all vehicle attribute
areas.
Niche volume manufacturing for highprecision applications is the cornerstone
of the Ricardo product offer, working with
clients from a variety of market sectors to
deliver high quality, performance critical
products at scale and in compliance with
third party and government regulations.
To leverage industry experience and
solve complex problems on behalf of
global clients, Ricardo pioneers the
combination of capability in technical
consulting with the new product
introduction skills required to transition
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from prototype to scalable, robust
manufacture and assembly of complex
products.
These skills in niche volume
manufacturing are highly valuable in
the current economic climate. Longestablished businesses are seeing
changes to their business models and
production requirements and many wellfunded and technologically-advanced
start-ups are disrupting the traditional
and long-established industries with new
products and services that will be scaled
at a rate never seen before.
Ricardo is engaged with companies
of all sizes to support the development
of novel ideas into products ready for
manufacture at increasing scales. Having
a diverse customer base illustrates the
growth and development markets served
by Ricardo recent years. The company
has a long history of supplying driveline
products to the high-performance
vehicle and motorsport industries, the
application of these skills as consultants
has delivered projects in a diverse
range of market sectors including
medical, power generation, defence
and finance as well bringing projects
in areas away from traditional internal
combustion powertrains, moving towards
electrification and hydrogen fuel cells.
As Ricardo continues with its mission
statement of “making a world fit for the
future”, a diversification of customer base
and capability was inevitable.
The emergence of a ‘start-up

culture’ in many technology-focused
markets creates a recurring problem:
the need to evolve innovative ideas into
viable, production ready products in a
compressed time fame while minimising
‘cash burn’ during production setup.
Ricardo Performance Products has
key skills in New Production Introduction
(NPI) developed as a manufacturer of
high-performance products at ‘Niche
Volumes’ and is ideally placed to help
any organisation looking to scale
production to ‘bridge the gap’ from idea
to a start of production; how to develop
a business case for the progress from
prototype to the early stage, niche volume
production without excessive cash burn.
Ricardo offers this service under the
banner ‘Niche New Product Introduction’
or N2PI. This new to market consultancy
offer has been trialled with key clients on
active projects and is a way to provide
NPI support into a defined and easy to
understand consultancy product.
The N2PI team consists of highly
skilled engineers with experience and
capability in transitioning a product from
the drawing board to physical, quality

GRAND PRIX
RICARDO

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID

Across the board
Ricardo has proved itself,
time and again, as a
trusted supporter of British
companies delivering
innovative solutions
effectively and efficiently.

controlled, stable, niche level production.
The team offers support at all stages of
development of production as follows:
Feasibility: to enable understanding of
the fundamentals of the product and how
it will be produced; developing a high
level, product specific, industrialisation
plan which will include the potential cost
of production. To do this a high-level bill of
materials (BoM) is aligned to the potential
supply chain and assembly process.
At this stage, a high-level assembly,
quality and end of line plan is produced
alongside the content structure of the
manufacturing strategy.
The outcome of the feasibility stage is a
clear picture of the next steps to progress
towards full industrialisation of the product.
This service is highly applicable to start-up
companies, investors and established
manufacturers looking to diversify.
Industrialisation (Kick Off): The work
at this stage puts in place the direction set
out in the feasibility study, establishing
a core leadership team to progress the
industrialisation plan from concept to
volume.
Further integration of the supply chain is

completed now, ensuring the volumes and
rates required are achievable, assembly
methodology will be set in place along with
any end of line testing requirements the
investment required for these steps will now
be clear along with the cost of production.
At this stage engagement with design is
critical, to ensure Design for Manufacture
(DFM) and Design for Assembly (DFA) is
given due consideration.
This stage can be delivered as a standalone project or as part of a sequence of
projects starting with the feasibility and
finishing with full industrialisation
Industrialisation: This work package
will ensure all pre-production activities are
complete to enable low volume production
to ramp-up. The supply chain and
assembly process capability will be fully
demonstratable, component quality and
process control plans will be in place and
the facility will be operational. The product
design will be evolved to ensure DFM and
DFA requirements are implemented.
At the completion of this phase, the
client will be ready to progress to niche
volume production as part of their growth
plans.
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SPECIAL AWARD
VentilatorChallengeUK

ENGINEERING HEROES

The winners of this year’s BEEAs Special Award for Design Engineering
stepped up when they were needed most.

In mid-March 2020 – with UK Covid-19
cases apparently spiralling out of control –
unsettling news began to emerge from the
UK’s hospitals, where potentially crippling
shortages of critical medical equipment
threatened to overwhelm the NHS’s ability to
handle the crisis.
Arguably the most significant of the
responses to this in terms of sheer scale,
ambition and impact is Ventilator Challenge
UK, a consortium of car makers, aerospace
manufacturers, medical technology firms and
others who have worked together to rapidly
ramp up the production of the ventilators
required to treat those most severely affected
by the virus.
Led by High Value Manufacturing Catapult
chief executive Dick Elsy, the consortium –
which includes some of the biggest names in
UK manufacturing – has achieved a scale-up
that many thought impossible – producing
10 years’ worth of new ventilators in just 10
weeks.
Reflecting on the helter-skelter, 18 hour
working days of the past few weeks Elsy
said that the first seeds for the consortium
were sown on March 16th when, in a call
with hundreds of manufacturers, the UK
government formally announced the launch of
the specification for a Rapidly Manufactured
Ventilator System (RMVS) that could be used
in UK hospitals.
“There were more than 100 industrialists
on the call,” recalled Elsy, “The cabinet office
presented the spec, there was a quick Q&A
and then Michael Gove said ‘right, over to
you industry, we need ventilators!’”
Elsy’s consortium decided that rather
than starting from scratch, the way to meet
the demand was to scale up production of
existing systems: specifically the portable

paraPac ventilator manufactured by Luton’s
Smiths Group and the Prima ESO2, a ventilator
design adapted from anaesthesia equipment
produced by Oxfordshire firm Penlon.
In normal circumstances Penlon and
Smiths have combined capacity for between
50 and 60 devices per week. As of May
20th well over 1000 units had already been
delivered to hospitals around the UK and the
consortium was on track to hit production
targets of 1500 units per week.
Under any circumstances this would be
impressive but what really stands out is the
speed of the response. The main factor, said
Elsy, has been the pragmatic, no-nonsense
spirit of the people and organisations
involved. “They are engineers…. people
used to putting wings on aircraft, firing cars
into production and racing cars on the track.
Very pragmatic people.”

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID

The achievements of
VentilatorChallengeUK
are best summed up
by its leader Dick
Elsy, who said: “What
VentilatorChallengeUK has
achieved in the space of
twelve weeks is nothing
short of incredible, creating
and producing an approved
product and setting up
production facilities on this
scale would normally take
years.
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CONSULTANCY OF THE YEAR
RICARDO

DEPLOYING SKILLS SMARTLY

Ricardo is one of the best-known names in UK design consultancy
and is the deserved winner of this year’s award.

Ricardo is a long-established, global
engineering, environmental and strategic
consultancy, offering a unique combination
of capabilities that no other company can
deliver.
The consulting activities Ricardo
supports cover all aspects of engineering
from complete vehicles and all vehicle subsystems including Engines, Transmissions,
Chassis, Hybrid and Electric systems and all
vehicle attribute areas.
Niche volume manufacturing for high
precision applications is the cornerstone
of the Ricardo product offer, working with
clients from a variety of market sectors to
deliver high quality, performance critical
products at scale and in compliance with
third party and government regulations.
To leverage industry experience and solve
complex problems on behalf of global clients,
Ricardo pioneer the combination of capability
in technical consulting with the new product
introduction skills required to transition from
prototype to scalable, robust manufacture and
assembly of complex products.
As Ricardo continues with its mission
statement of “making a world fit for the
future” a diversification of customer base
and capability was inevitable.
The emergence of a ‘start-up culture’ in
many technology-focused markets creates
a recurring problem - the need to evolve
innovative ideas into viable, production
ready products in a compressed time
fame while minimising ‘cash burn’ during
production setup phases.
Ricardo Performance Products has
key skills in New Production Introduction
(NPI) developed as a manufacturer of
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high performance products at ‘Niche
Volumes’ and is ideally placed to help any
organisation looking to scale production
to ‘bridge the gap’ from idea to a start of
production; how to develop a business case
for the progress from prototype to the early
stage, niche volume production without
excessive cash burn.
Ricardo’s work extends across a range
of market sectors – including passenger
cars, commercial vehicles, rail, defence,
motorsport, energy and environment – and
it is proud to possess a client list that
includes transport operators, manufacturers,
energy companies, financial institutions and
government agencies.
Through its multi-industry knowledge and
deep technical expertise, Ricardo is uniquely
positioned to handle clients’ toughest
strategic and operational challenges, with
assignments that have included strategy
development, cost reduction, safety
management, regulatory compliance and
environmental impact assessments.
In addition to its consultancy services,
Ricardo has in-house engineering
capabilities that enable it to design and
deliver high-quality prototypes and lowvolume manufacturing of complex products
and assemblies, including engines,
transmissions, motors, generators, battery
packs and fuel cell systems.
And, across everything it does, in every
assignment it undertakes, Ricardo remains
committed to the ethos of its founder, Sir
Harry Ricardo, one of the most innovative
engineers of his time, who in 1915 set out
on a mission to ‘maximise efficiency and
eliminate waste’.

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID

A great consultancy
is one that not only thinks
critically but takes a client
on a journey, from concept
to commercialisation.
Ricardo has delivered just
that
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SMALL COMPANY OF THE YEAR
DYNAMIC LOAD MONITORING (UK)

DYNAMIC BY NAME AND NATURE

The Small Company of the Year is a specialist in the design, manufacture, repair
and calibration of load cells and load monitoring equipment.

Dynamic Load Monitoring (DLM) has
been a family-run business since it was
established; however since the takeover of
another family eight years ago, DLM has
undergone a significant overhaul. The first
change was migrating to online processes
opposed to paper, ensuring the business ran
smoothly and more efficiently.
In 2015 DLM secured a funding grant,
which meant it acquired a second building
adjacent to its current headquarters in
Nursling. The grant allowed us to expand
the workshop space to encompass new
a compression and two new tension and
compression machines which has enabled
it to test a range of new products and test
equipment in house.
DLM works across a variety of industries.
In order to maintain a competitive edge
DLM ensure that it offer great customer
service to each and every client, build up
a good report with both existing and new
customers, giving the customer no reason
to look elsewhere. A recent survey of DLM
customers illustrates 94.7% of customers
were very satisfied or satisfied with the
service they received from DLM.
DLM is proud of what it does and the
quality of products that it produces, and it
believes that the quality of products gains a
competitive edge over the other companies.
It uses local machining companies and
manufactures its goods on site to the highest
standard. 92.9% of current customers
said they were satisfied with the quality of
products that they receive from us.
DLM is always looking at ways to
improve not just its customer service and
quality of its products but also its product
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range. It keeps abreast of latest information
within the industry by attending and
exhibiting at conferences and networking
events across the globe. DLM consistently
updates and adds to its product range to
include the latest technology.
DLM has exceeded in the category
of innovation in the last couple of years.
Since expanding the business in 2015, it
has developed a DLM Design team, whose
expertise lie in the ability to custom design,
not only load cells but also load monitoring
and electronic systems to clients’ exact
requirements. Its multi-skilled engineering
team consists of electronic, mechanical and
systems engineers with over 40 years of
combined design experience in a multitude
of industries including lifting and rigging,
offshore, oil and gas, subsea and industrial.
A recent product, produced by the DLM
Design team, the Subsea Datalogging Tensile
Link recently won Spirit of Innovation Award at
the Seawork Exhibition.
DLM’s design team blends industry
experience, innovation and application
knowledge to produce a first class solution
to design needs and system requirements.
Its engineers apply this philosophy to all
projects allowing for designs which are built
to industry standard and durable for all types
of use, including EN and BS standard and
ATEX/IECEX directives.
DLM has managed to succeed despite
competition from larger organisation as
it differentiates itself from competitors
by finding a niche in the market and
specialising in custom built load pin as well
as offering the standard tensile link load
cells that other, larger competitors offer

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID

A company that is
delivering data in real time
that will have a profound
impact on maintaining
critical industrial
infrastructure.
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START UP OF THE YEAR
ARCHANGEL LIGHTWORKS

THE SKY’S NOT THE LIMIT

A company that has carved out a niche in the aerospace sector
is the winner of the Start-Up of the Year.

Archangel Lightworks is a UK-based
laser communications start-up with
international ambitions to improve data
and communications infrastructure for
the aerospace sector. It builds products
and services deploying laser (optical)
communications for the aerospace sector.
These products and services include space
terminals that can be mounted on satellites,
air terminals that are mounted on drones or
other aircraft and ground communications
terminals.
90% of the potential value from space
imagery is wasted. Radio simply is too
capacity constrained, slow, unsecure, and
technically incompatible with the inevitable
future.
Using hybrid architecture with enduring
airborne relays Archangel technology
provides reliable, secure, high rate, licensefree and upgradeable communications.
Archangel Lightworks was spun out of
Archangel Aerospace, a niche consultancy
for High Altitude Pseudo Satellites (HAPS)
that facilitated the world-record flight
campaigns of Zephyr 7.
The company was established
in 2017 by Dan Sola and a team of
industry veterans after identifying areas
of opportunity to accelerate the delivery of
impact based on exponentially advancing
technologies and the insights they had into
what they saw as inevitable future trends;
the widening gap between its ability to
generate data and the ability to transport it;
the old barriers falling away for new power
systems in aerospace; the end of common
encryption methods (and block chain) in a
post-quantum world.

Archangel Lightworks was founded
based on the key belief that all space
application segments are better enabled by
space-air-ground (‘hybrid’) architectures
connected by laser. These segments
will move to hybrid architectures for
resilience, flexibility, performance and cost
effectiveness. Connecting satellites via laser
with high-altitude platforms (our specialty),
drones and assets on the ground provides
numerous new use cases.
Following early development and patent
submissions, it secured the European
Space Agency (ESA) HALO Gateway
Project (€3.4m initial contract value). This
project is incredibly exciting because it
will connect space, air and ground assets
with ultra-high bandwidth, secure and
license-free communications. HALO stands
for High-Altitude Laser to/from Orbit, and
the end result will be a satellite launch
with our technology onboard to prove the
laser communication model from space
to an enduring air platform operated by
Archangel and finally to ground and its
data distribution partners.
Since 2017, Archangel’s number
of employees has more than tripled,
it has secured its intellectual property,
won contracts with UK and overseas
governments and won commercial
contracts with big aerospace primes like
Lockheed Martin and Airbus.
In June, the company won the Grand
Prize at Space Florida’s 2020 Aerospace
Innovation Forum, the same week as
SpaceX’s historic launch from Florida
of human astronauts bound for the
International Space Station.

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID

Boldly ambitious,
Archangel is developing
a technologically
challenging, but critical,
form of advanced
telecommunications
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CONSULTANCY OF THE YEAR

The MSYS transPis vit velenis il maiorum sapero odis nonsed
magnim ium qui ide pligniatet asi torumque omnime quas re
od quasitate maxime accab ipsam re debit ex

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID

The MSYS transmission project shows DSD’s capabilities in the design,
development and control of complex transmission systems, along with
its ability to innovate.
The MSYS project involved the design build and test of a novel
three speed electric vehicle transmission. The project was intended
to show that a high efficiency multi-speed transmission system could
provide interrupted power. The advantage of a multi-speed tr The
MSYS transmission project shows DSD’s capabilities in the design,
development and control of complex transmission systems, along with
its ability to innovate.
The MSYS project involved the design build and test of a novel three
speed electric vehicle transmission. The project was intended to show
that a high efficiency multi-speed transmission system could provide
interrupted power. The advantage of a multi-speed transmission is that
the power consumption of the power electronics can be reduced
significantly.
When tested on a rolling road, the test vehicle showed an 18%
reduction in power consumption compared to a single speed
transmission in the same vehicle. The MSYS transmission project shows
DSD’s capabilities in the design, development and control of complex
transmission systems, along with its ability to innovate.
The MSYS project involved the design build and test of a novel three
speed electric vehicle transmission. The project was intended to show
that a high efficiency multi-speed transmission system could provide
interrupted power. The advantage of a multi-speed transmission is that
the power consumption of the power electronics can be reduced
significantly.
When tested on a rolling road, the test vehicle showed an 18%
reduction in power consumption compared to a single speed
transmission in the same vehicle. ansmission is that the power
consumption of the power electronics can be reduced significantly.
When tested on a rolling road, the test vehicle showed an 18%
reduction in power consumption compared to a single speed
transmission in the same vehicle.
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DESIGN TEAM OF YEAR
PRECISION ACOUSTICS

PRECISION PAYS

The winner of Design Team of the Year displayed exceptional expertise and
collaboration in the development of an ultrasonic sensor.

Precision Acoustics is a rapidly developing,
dynamic company based in Dorchester.
The ReDRESS project was a cross-company
collaboration, involving Precision Acoustics
Ltd, Ionix Advanced Technologies Ltd, TWI Ltd
and the University of Sheffield.
The product is an ultrasonic sensor (or
transducer) for use in nuclear or highradiation environments. The sensor had
to be reliable and capable of operating at
high temperatures of 350ºC for set periods
of time, whilst also being exposed to high
levels of radiation. It would be used for
ultrasonic inspections close to the core of
nuclear reactors which have extremes of both
temperature and levels of radiation.
The need for the product was to offer
an alternative to commercially-available
ultrasonic sensors, which have limitations in
terms of temperature and radiation exposure.
High radiation, in particular, can cause
failure of such sensors. Their replacement
is time consuming, expensive and results
in an interruption of the nuclear reactors’
productivity.
Some uses of ultrasonic sensors include
non-destructive testing (NDT), where
components or systems are tested without
causing damage, or condition monitoring of
materials, components or systems, such as
a nuclear reactor. They are also used in the
decommissioning of nuclear facilities.
To give an example of an effective high
temperature / high radiation ultrasonic sensor
in use: it is necessary to gauge the corrosion
on the inside of critical pipes that carry
gasses or fluids within a nuclear environment
in order to prevent damage or failure. If
corrosion levels reach a pre-set threshold
or dangerous level, a system could detect
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this using the ultrasonic sensor and a
replacement pipe could be installed.
Alternatively, the sensor could help
extend the lifetime of working assets. If,
for example, the design lifetime of a pipe
was 20 years, without NDT this pipe would
need to be replaced after 20 years (even if
it was still good), since no evidence of the
pipe’s integrity may be available. With a
condition monitoring sensor, the pipe could
be measured and found to be still very
good after 20 years, so its lifetime could be
extended.
The ultrasonic sensor formed part of a
project (ReDRESS project) undertaken by
a consortium of industry and academic
partners to develop a suite of ultrasonic
measuring devices for high radiation
environments. It was enabled by a research
grant from Innovate-UK.
The project was split into seven package
sections and the Precision Acoustics team
were involved in every stage, including
research into and review of piezopolymer
and fibreoptic materials and their thermal
properties; assessing ultrasonic response
of prototypes manufactured by project
partners; review and optimisation of the
ultrasonic sensor’s properties, manufacture
of ultrasonic sensor prototypes and
assessment of their performance after
exposure to high temperatures and
radiation; review of existing available
commercial sensors and manufacture of
fibreoptic prototypes based on that review;
maintenance of an intellectual property
(IP) register and to protect developments
for commercialisation of the product; and
project management to facilitate smooth
running of the whole project.

HIGHLY COMMENDED

Musk Process Services –
PUWER Non-Compliance Remedial
Actions and Upgrades

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID

As part of the ReDress
project, Precision Acoustics
brought together different
scientific disciplines to
deliver an outstanding and
innovative product.
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Proudly Sponsoring
‘Materials Application of the Year’

MATERIALS APPLICATION OF THE YEAR
FASTT -ACPI

HOT PROPERTY

The use of composites to achieve a technological first in high-flux
thermal management has triumphed in this category.

FASTT is a worldwide, technological first in
providing high flux thermal management
without the use of fluids at the source to
sink boundary. The very wide operating
temperature range of FASTT may be
compared to the limitations of water-based,
and hydrocarbon fluid-based systems. Finite
element thermal analysis methods together
with in-house developed computer codes
enable sound modelling of the physical
processes.
ACPI was initially formed to exploit novel
composite to metal joining techniques in
high voltage environments which resulted
from a SMART award from 1999. The
company produced the valve insulators for a
500MW plant in Northern India for ALSTOM.
A series of successful technical
developments followed in the HVDC
application area.
ACPI has been dedicated to the
development of its FASTT technology for a
number of years, but recently completed a
prototype capable of providing greater than
3 MW/m2 at 70C temperature difference.
This flux level challenges existing heat pipe
and forced liquid cooling systems, but
without leakage, freezing, or boiling issues.
Our models predict significant advantages
at cryogenic temperatures. A report of this
was presented at the UKHTC meeting in
September 2019.
As a result of COVID19 ACPI has repurposed the drive system, developed for
the linear FASTT programme, to produce a
prototype ventilator.
Significant events in the development
included the design and development of a
composite high voltage insulator for use in
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a 500MW convertor station - 250kV BIL
and seismically qualified. Production of
500-off units for large corporate (ALSTOM)
through management of subcontractors and
in-house assembly.
The design and development
instrumentation and operation of a fire test
facility for HVDC convertor assemblies was
another major step, as was the design and
development of high power water cooled,
snubber resistors for HVDC applications.
Invention and development of Foil And
Slot Thermal Transfer (FASTT) technology
to offer an alternative to fluid based cooling
systems and the theoretical
thermal modelling and
experimental prototyping to
prove concept and derivatives
of base concept.
This is believed to be
of global significance,
particularly so when
considering the impact
of human energy usage
on our planet. Heat
exchange is fundamental to
thermodynamic processes
whether in prime mover (heat
engines) or refrigeration/
heat pump applications.
Improvements in either
of these categories can
have profound effects
on energy consumption. There are
numerous other application areas such
as process enhancement through thermal
management. Indeed, it is relevant to
all markets requiring compact heat
exchangers.

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID

In a technological first
providing high flux thermal
management without the
use of fluids at the source
to sink boundary, ACPI’s
innovative approach
provides a stepping
stone to new solid state
technologies
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SIMULATION CASE STUDY

The behaviour
of ferromagnetic
materials
impacts the
overall design
Ferromagnetic parts influence the magnetic field
in their surroundings. This is important to consider
when designing electronic components and electrical
machinery. Simulation can help you understand how
magnetic materials affect the overall performance of
a device or system. However, ferromagnetic materials
do not all exhibit the same behaviour. For accurate
models, you need software that can describe what
happens in the real world.
learn more comsol.blog/ferromagnetic-materials

The COMSOL Multiphysics® software is used for simulating designs, devices
and processes in all fields of engineering, manufacturing and scientific research.

ELECTRONIC PRODUCT OF THE YEAR
CHARGE POD

CHARGING ON THE MOVE

The winner of the Electronic Product of The Year is a ‘jerrycan’
solution for electric vehicles.

The global electric vehicle market was
valued at $118,864.5 million in 2017 and
is projected to reach $567,299.8 million
by 2025, growing at a CAGR of 22.3%
from 2018 to 2025. This upsurge of electric
vehicles presents an enormous amount
of opportunity for companies to address
the increasingly prevalent problem of EVs
running out of charge before they are able to
reach a static charging station.
The fact there is no jerrycan solution for
EVs is particularly alarming if we consider
the current statistics of internal combustion
engine drivers breaking down due to lack
of fuel. For instance, last year the UK alone
recorded 827,000 cases of breakdowns
because the driver had run out of fuel.
Omitted from these statistics are people
who may have called on friends, family or
colleagues to provide a jerrycan of fuel and
been topped up from the roadside that way.
This means that in reality, this statistic is far
higher. So, as the use of EVs is increasing
it is imperative that a quick and simple
solution is readily available.
It is important to have a preliminary
understanding of the other solutions that
are available on the market that are used
to solve the problem of flat or severely
depleted EVs and highlight the problems
these other solutions pose to companies so
that we can assess how Charge Pod is a far
more suitable solution to this increasingly
prevalent problem.
The EV Charge Pod is an IP-rated,
CE-marked mobile electrical boost system
designed and developed by Original ADS
to provide flat or severely depleted electric
vehicles with a roadside power boost so
they can be driven to the nearest static
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charging point rather
than being picked
up and recovered
on a flatbed truck.
Charge Pod enables
you to provide the
same “out of fuel”
service as you
would to traditional
internal combustion
engine vehicles to the
growing EV market.
The combined
weight of all
components for the
Charge Pod system
is just 35kg, making
the system incredibly
popular with fleet
operators and vehicle
rescue services
where space and
payload is a key issue.
The dimensions of the Charge Pod box
are 390mm x 252 x 185mm. As the Charge
Pod system only takes up a small amount of
space it eliminates the need for specialised
EV patrol vehicles, instead the system can
be incorporated onto standard fleet vehicles
that are currently in service.
The system never runs out of power itself
and is always available and ready to use.
Due to the system being lightweight,
compact and offering a 100% duty
cycle of power, Charge Pod is extremely
popular with companies who support (i.e.,
vehicle rescue and roadside assistance
companies), transportation companies,
and/or companies with storage facilities for
electric vehicles (such as docks).

HIGHLY COMMENDED

Vitis – Xilinx

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID

Addressing a serious
problem Charge Pod has
sought to meet a distinct
need that will only become
more important as we move
into the age of electric
vehicles
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MECHANICAL PRODUCT OF THE YEAR
C34 EVOLUTION, ALLETT (A TURFMECH GROUP COMPANY)

THE CUTTING EDGE

Lawnmowing may not immediately spring to mind when it comes to innovation,
but this year’s winner of the Mechanical Product of the Year award proves otherwise.

A battery powered cylinder lawn mower
for cutting and maintaining sports turf and
large fine lawns. The target markets are
sports stadia worldwide which includes
the sports of Football, Rugby and Baseball
as well as private colleges/Universities
and large private homes. Its professional
customer base are fanatical about grass
stripes, precision cutting and are very
knowledgeable about grass care.
The mower has an 86cm (34”) wide
cutting width and the cutting cartridge
can be easily removed and replaced with
several options including: a turfrake, brush,
verticutter and sorrel roller. These options
allow the user to carry out turf maintenance
tasks with one machine in order to achieve
the very best grass surface.
There are several innovative elements
on this product, in fact it has three patents
pending. The first patent is for a handlemounted switch that controls the speed
of the mower when turning, this reduces
the forward speed conveniently without
adjusting any operator settings.
Second is a handheld backlapping
switch that when plugged into the mower
engages the cutting cylinder drive at a
slow speed in reverse. Backlapping is a
maintenance technique used on cylinder
mowers to keep the blades in perfect
condition. It involves applying grinding paste
to the cutting elements which poses an
operator risk, with the backlapping switch
being hand held and “hold to run” this
greatly improves the safety of the operation
and the convenience to the customer.
The 3rd innovative feature is a cylinder
mode switch, this allows the user to select
the best of 3 modes for the cylinder or
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maintenance cartridge to operate at. Linked
with the variable speed self propelled drive,
this mower can always operate at the best
performance for the task or conditions.
Another innovative feature is the chassis,
on this type of mower the chassis is
critical to maintain the required accuracy
of the machine. It designed the chassis
to minimise welding and remove the
associated distortion. The chassis is a bolt
together assembly that utilises Aluminium
CNC machined side plates and square
box section cross rails that fit into milled
pockets. This ensures the assembly of the
mating components is maintained precisely
and offers a lightweight solution.
The height of cut is altered by moving the
front roller up and down, this is achieved with
an adjuster that requires no tools yet maintains
the accuracy and rigidity needed.
The feedback from customers has been
extremely positive for this product launch.
The product has given the target market the
opportunity to mow and maintain sports
surfaces with zero carbon emissions as well
as establishing a much improved operator
experience.
The product contributes to a safer
working environment for the operator, in
particular due to the quietness and hugely
reduced levels of vibration and emissions
being produced by the lawnmower. Not only
this, but due to the attention to detail in the
design of the product, customers are report
improved cutting and collection as well
as an even better Allett stripe. Customers
are able to carry out turf cultivation
and maintenance activities at the exact
parameters/speeds to make a good job/
maximise benefit to the turf.

HIGHLY COMMENDED

Syngas Induced Draft Fan
– Halifax Fan

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID

In a bold move for
an established company,
Allett has developed a
battery powered cylinder
lawnmower that saves
on emissions and energy
costs and moves the
business forward in a
sustainable way.
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Celebrating engineering’s role in fighting the Covid-19 pandemic

Left image: Konstantin Z/stock.adobe.com Middle image: Vadim/ stock.adobe.com Right image: Ford of Britain

The way engineering and manufacturing have stepped up during the Covid-19 pandemic to address shortages
of medical and protective equipment has been truly inspiring. #EngineeringHeroes celebrates and honours
the stories of people, companies and technologies that have made up UK engineering’s massive
contribution during this time

If you have a story you would like us to share or you wish to join the leading
companies and organisations supporting the campaign please visit our website.

Join the campaign! www.engineeringheroes.co.uk

ENGINEERING AMBASSADOR OF THE YEAR
ENERGUS NUCLEARGRADUATES

CORE VALUES

A scheme developed to meet a skills gap in one of the most urgent sectors
currently facing the UK is the Engineering Ambassador of the Year.

nucleargraduates was established by the
Nuclear Decommissioning Authority in 2008
to bring together organisations across the
industry to attract the next generation of
graduates in a strategic, yet cost effective
manner. In 2010 the programme became
commercially funded by the first four
sponsoring companies. It is now run by
Energus, under licence to the NDA, has
11 sponsors and works with over 100
secondment hosts both nationally and
internationally.
Innovative and unique, nucleargraduates
is like no other graduate scheme. It provides
opportunities to those who take them and
challenges graduates every day to develop
themselves into well-rounded, competent
individuals who will become future leaders
across the industry.
The programme has seen over 380
graduates recruited to the programme and
another 43 have just started their journey in
November.
The UK’s nuclear industry is facing its
biggest challenge in decades. A maturing
workforce combined with decommissioning
and new projects means the industry is
facing a skills gap. The sector needs young,
diverse and innovative graduates to meet
workforce demand and address the critical
engineering, science, and commercial skills
shortages across the industry. The Nuclear
Workforce Assessment states that by 2030
the sector will require between 40,000
and 60,000 full time posts, enthusing
the next generation to be able to fulfil
these requirements has never been more
important.
nucleargraduates is a programme
where extraordinary individuals with
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strong problem-solving abilities, flexibility
and communication skills get their
careers in the industry off to a flying start.
nucleargraduates is an exciting gateway to
one of the most stable and secure industries
in the UK. The programme furnishes
the graduates with transferrable skills,
behavioural competencies and valuable
experiences from domestic and international
secondments, conferences, and visits, all
enhance their contribution to sponsors,
future employers and local, regional and
national economies.
Working with the nuclear
sector, nucleargraduates are
supporting the changes within
the industry and targets included
in the Nuclear Sector Deal,
specifically in relation to equality
and diversity where the target is
40% females by 2030. Cohort
2019 who joined the programme
in October 2019 has 46%
female and Cohort 2020 who
joined November 2020 has 40% female
participation, nucleargraduates are helping
achieve this target.
The Nuclear Skills Strategic Plan includes
a sectoral diversity strategy committing the
sector to meeting it’s skills requirements by
drawing from a more diverse talent pool. To
support this strategy, the programme requires
all graduates to undertake STEM activities
to ensure the next generation of engineers,
scientists and industry leaders. This could
involve organising lunchtime or after school
clubs with primary children, developing STEM
materials detailing career opportunities or by
visiting their old secondary schools for World
of Work and aspiration sessions.

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID

Energus’ breadth of
activity is truly impressive,
as it responds to new
challenges and skills
shortages at a time of
profound change within the
nuclear industry
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YOUNG DESIGN ENGINEER OF THE YEAR
MOHAMMED TAHIR, PRFI

ON THE RADAR

An outstanding electronic design engineer with a short, but stellar track record is
the Young Design Engineer of the Year.

Mohammed Tahir received his Master’s
degree in electronics from the Polytech Nice
Sophia postgraduate engineering school,
France, where he majored in Circuit Design.
His MEng thesis was on the design of a
Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor
(CMOS) oscillator for microelectromechanical
systems in collaboration with the French
Aerospace Lab (ONERA) in Paris.
After graduating in November 2016,
he spent two years working for OMMIC in
France where he designed custom GaAs and
GaN on Si Monolithic Microwave Integrated
Circuits (MMICs) at frequencies up to
40GHz. He joined PRFI at the start of 2017
where his focus has been on the design
and development of mm-wave front end
components for 5G.
Mohammed joined PRFI after only 18
months of post-graduate industrial experience
but from the outset he has undertaken
complex designs, working under his own
initiative, with competence, efficiency and an
impressive level of practical innovation. He
grasps any task he is given with enthusiasm
and works hard to fill any gaps in his
knowledge through personal research and
study.
He has been a valuable team member
from the outset, able to work effectively as an
integral part of the team on a large multiperson project but equally able to operate
under his own initiative progressing designs
assigned to him and developing successful
engineering solutions to complex problems.
He is also proactive in undertaking research
to help us better understand the requirements
and potential solutions to new development
enquiries.
As a company developing custom ICs,
PRFI relies on its ability to produce successful
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designs in a first pass. This requires great
care, diligence, attention to detail and solid
engineering ability, Mohammed has been
able to provide this and produce right-firsttime design work.
The first job that Mohammed did after
joining PRFI was the development of a 4
channel 28GHz PA (Power Amplifier) IC
(Integrated Circuit) for 5G applications on
a single die (chip). The design of a single
PA operating at these high frequencies
(mmWave) is a challenging task but
coping with the requirement to put 4 parallel
PAs in close proximity on the same die
requires great care, attention to detail and
an innovative approach to biasing and
matching.
Moving on from the success of the
4-channel PA development, Mohammed is
now working on a high-power PA for a radar
application. This is a multi-chip PA and
Mohammed has had to work closely with
other team members to produce an effective
solution - concurrent engineering in practice.
By working diligently, paying attention to
detail and providing right-first-time solutions
to complex design challenges such as the
4-channel mmWave PA IC described above.
Mohammed works very competently on his
own but is also happy and effective working
as part of a team. This is a vital skill that
many more experienced engineers don’t
achieve as proficiently.
In addition to his demonstrable design
skills, Mohammed has also undertaken
invaluable work evaluating mmWave ICs by
direct wafer probing (RF On Wafer probing).
He quickly developed a high degree of
proficiency and is now able to take on larger
programmes of work under his own initiative
with only top-level direction.

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID

The judges were
impressed with the speed at
which this young engineer
was able to engage with
highly complex mmWave
design concepts.
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JUDGES’ PROFILES

PHILIPPA OLDHAM, CHAIR,
Director of Stakeholder Engagement at
Advanced Propulsion Centre,
Philippa is a Chartered Engineer who
thrives on working with a wide range of
stakeholders from government, industry
and academia to create visionary
solutions, challenging existing silos
between the sectors. Previously Head
of Transport and Manufacturing at the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers for six
years, Philippa has a great understanding
of the challenges facing transport and
manufacturing both domestically and
internationally. With experience from
the automotive, aerospace and defence
sectors Philippa believes the APC can
drive investment that we need to equip
the UK with the right capability and
technology to be at the forefront of
pulling innovative low carbon propulsion
solutions through to fruition, accelerating
economic return. Through the National
Network Programmes Philippa is looking
forward to the opportunity to use her
experience and knowledge of the UK’s
transport modes and infrastructure to
build on the strategy already in place,
driving through and accelerating
deliverables. This opportunity to incubate
collaborations, honing solutions to drive
UK leadership in terms of exportable
products and services.
Programmes Philippa is looking forward
to the opportunity to use her experience
and knowledge of the UK’s transport
modes and infrastructure to build on the
strategy already in place, driving through
and accelerating deliverables. This
opportunity to incubate collaborations,
honing solutions to drive UK leadership in
terms of exportable products and services.
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PAUL FANNING
Publishing Director, MA Business
A technical magazine editor for more than
20 years, Paul has spent much of his
career in the engineering press. He first
became editor of Eureka! in 2010 and
was part of the team that launched the
Engineering Design Show. In 2018, Paul
was appointed editorial director of MA
Business, becoming Publishing Director
in 2020.

CHRIS EDWARDS
Freelance technology journalist
Chris Edwards is a freelance technology
journalist who has been reporting on the
electronics industry for three decades. He is
a frequent contributor to New Electronics.

NEIL TYLER
Editor, New Electronics
A highly-experienced journalist, Neil
has been covering developments in
the electronics industry for more than
a decade. Editor of New Electronics
since 2014, he has also worked
across a variety of industries including:
telecommunications, automotive,
business systems, banking technology
and finance.

PETE LOMAS,
Trustee\director of engineering, Raspberry
Pi Foundation\Norcott Technologies
Pete, director of engineering at Norcott
Technologies, has designed products for a
diverse range of industries. His passion is
encouraging the next generations to engage
in STEM subjects and is a co-creator of the
Raspberry Pi, serving as a trustee of the
charitable foundation.
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CATEGORY SPONSORS

There has never been a more important
time to value British engineering.
The past 12 months have been
challenging for UK businesses to say
the least. Businesses of all industries,
shapes and sizes have had to adjust
traditions, redefine standards and make
unimaginable sacrifices. That’s what
makes this year especially poignant in
our opinion, and we’re incredibly proud
to be sponsoring the British Engineering
Excellence Awards today, to celebrate
excellence in a fantastic sector of British
business: engineering and design.
As a leader in the polymer industry, we
understand and respect the momentous
pressure that engineers and designers
face in their roles. 2021 and beyond
maps out an exciting yet testing
landscape in British engineering, with
sustainability, innovation and technology
being crucial elements to master in order
to make an impactful and successful
products.
We very much look forward to
recognising and rewarding those who
are really making a difference, and we
congratulate them all sincerely.

The British Engineering Excellence
Awards shines light on outstanding
engineering achievements with great
promise to become the next big thing. The
awards accelerate the adoption of new
technology within British industry and
beyond. COMSOL is thrilled to sponsor the
Electronic Product of the Year category,
and support and recognise innovators and
their important work.

Wen Zhang,Managing Director
COMSOL Ltd
www.comsol.com

James Stanton - Commercial Manager Distrupol Ltd

“At Dassault Systèmes we are delighted to
support the British Engineering Excellence
Awards and to celebrate the best and
the brightest of the local engineering
community. For the second consecutive
year Dassault Systèmes is sponsoring
two categories: Design Engineer of the
Year and Start-Up of the Year. Dassault
Systèmes are committed to providing bestin-class integrated design experiences and
to supporting qualified start-up companies
with free engineering software. BEEAs
is also a perfect opportunity for us to
reconnect with our customers and channel
partners and to celebrate their successes.”

www.distrupol.com

James Aslin, Dassault Systèmes.
www.3ds.com

Engineering Solutions Live brings together
key engineering technology areas under one
roof, in a one-day, easy-to attend-event.
Created with the busy engineer in mind.
This unique one-day event format has
helped engineers for more than 15 years.
Avoiding the hassles of the traditional trade
show by focusing on identifying solutions
and learning about new techniques and
technologies.
Engineering Solutions Live builds
on the power of established, successful
exhibition brands, but also includes newer,
complementary elements that offer engineers
more value.
www.engineeringsolutionslive.co.uk

Goodfellow is honoured to sponsor the
Materials Application of the Year award in
the BEEAs. We are inspired by the ingenuity
and vision of the engineers we recognise
with this award, and indeed by all engineers
whose skill and enthusiasm result in
applications that provide countless benefits
to industry and society.
While Goodfellow aims to facilitate
innovation in many areas of science and
engineering, we are delighted that these
engineering professionals have taken the
critical next step of directly contributing
to scientific progress – especially in what
has been an uncertain year, but a year of
great collaboration across the scientific and
engineering community!
www.goodfellow.com
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MA Business is an award-winning B2B
information and events business, managing
a wide portfolio of brands, including Eureka!
and New Electronics. It works across a
range of sectors, including engineering,
print, recycling, HR and telecoms.

The way engineering and manufacturing
stepped up during the Covid-19
pandemic to address shortages of
medical and protective equipment
is something celebrated via its
#EngineeringHeroes campaign.

www.markallengroup.com

www.engineeringheroes.co.uk
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